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The isotope shifts and hyperfine-structure-splitting constants of the 6s2 1S0-5d6p 3D1 sl=538.2 nmd and
5d2 3P2-5d6p 1D2 sl=548.4 nmd transitions of LaII have been measured by collinear laser-ion-beam spectros-
copy for the accelerator-produced isotopes135La and137La, and for the naturally occurring isotopes138La and
139La. The magnetic moments of the ground states of the isotopes135La and137La have been determined to be
ms135d= +3.70s9dmN and ms137d= +2.700s15dmN, respectively, and the quadrupole moments to beQs135d
=−0.4s4d eb andQs137d= +0.21s3d eb. The ratio of the magnetic dipole coupling constantsAs138d/As139d of
the level 5d6p 3D1 has shown a −0.35s23d% hyperfine anomaly with respect to the NMR ratio of the nuclear
g factors. The change in the mean-square nuclear charge radius determined from the isotope shift between
139La and135La is dkr2l135,139=0.08s3d fm2. This value is smaller than the predictions made by the finite-range
droplet model or by the Hartree-Fock plus BCS calculation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The hyperfine structure(HFS) and isotope shift(IS) of
atomic spectra can provide information on electromagnetic
moments and charge radii. The mass regionA=120–140 has
been of particular interest because the analysis of the excita-
tion energies and the transition strengths in XesZ
=54d, Ba sZ=56d, and CssZ=55d nuclides suggested an in-
crease of quadrupole deformation and a decrease of triaxial-
ity as the neutron number is decreased fromN=82 to the
midshell value ofN=66 [1,2]. This picture has been sup-
ported by measurements of the HFS and IS of Xe[3], Ba
[4,5], and Cs[6,7] isotopes. It is interesting whether triaxi-
ality also plays a role in the LasZ=57d isotopes and whether
the quadrupole deformation behaves similarly. Henryet al.
[8–10] studied the structure of low-lying levels of the odd-
mass La isotopes withN,82 by means ofb decays, and
showed the ability of the weak-coupling model to explain the
properties of135La78 and 137La80 [8,9]. However, this model
fails for 133La76, but the particle-plus-triaxial rotor model cal-
culations can account for this nuclide[10].

Lanthanum has two naturally occurring isotopes: the
stable 139La82, and the extremely long lived isotope
138La81 sT1/2=1.0531011 yrd which has a low natural abun-
dance of 0.090%. Very few investigations of the HFS and IS
have been performed on any isotope other than139La. The
ratios of the HFS constants between137La and139La, and the
IS between these isotopes, were measured only once by us-
ing the method of hollow-cathode interference spectroscopy,
the resolution of which was limited by Doppler broadening

[11,12]. In a similar manner the ratios of the HFS constants
between138La and139La, and the IS between these isotopes,
were also measured[12,13]. The IS between138La and139La
was observed by Childs and Goodman[14] using the laser-rf
double-resonance technique. They detected a single HFS
peak arising from138La in each of two transitions, and de-
rived the IS and the ratios of the HFS constants between
138La and 139La. Using resonance-ionization mass spectros-
copy Young and Shaw[15] measured the HFS constants
of 138La. Benton, Cooke, and Griffith[16] and recently Jinet
al. [17] utilized atomic-beam laser spectroscopy to obtain the
HFS constants and IS for transitions of138La and139La.

In this work, collinear laser-ion-beam spectroscopy was
performed for the measurements of the HFS constants
of 139La, 138La, 137La sT1/2=63104 yrd, and 135La sT1/2
=19.5 hd, as well as the IS between these isotopes. We used
a mass-separated ion beam, which is particularly important
for the measurement of138La. In earlier works[14,16] 138La
spectra were incomplete because some138La HFS peaks lay
buried under tails of strong139La peaks, making it impos-
sible to obtain the HFS constants without assuming that the
ratios of the HFS constants between138La and139La are the
same for atomic levels. However, this is only a crude ap-
proximation because a large value of hyperfine anomaly is
expected[18] due to the very different nuclear spins of
139La sIp= 7

2
+d and138La sIp=5+d, and in addition the anomaly

is not independent of the atomic state[14].

II. EXPERIMENT

The nuclides135,137La were produced at the JAERI(Japan
Atomic Energy Research Institute) tandem accelerator by
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means of the135Basp, nd or 137Basp, 3nd reactions for135La,
and the137Basp, nd or 138Basp, 2nd reactions for137La. Pellets
of barium carbonate enriched to 93.4% in135Ba s300 mg/cm2

thick), 81.9% in 137Ba (400 and 500 mg/cm2 thick), and
99.7% in138Ba (400 and 600 mg/cm2 thick) were bombarded
with 200–800 nA proton beams of energy 15, 23, and
29 MeV for thesp, nd, sp, 2nd, and sp, 3nd reactions, respec-
tively. The irradiation times were in the 14–28 h range. After
bombardment,135,137La were chemically separated from the
target material by an ion exchange method using a minute
amount of natural lanthanum as the carrier. The samples of
135,137La were then deposited in the surface ionization ion
source of a mass separator[19]. The number of137La in each
sample was estimated to be 1014–1015 atoms by measuringg
rays, and that of135La to be 1013 atoms. In case of the mea-
surements of138,139La, natural samples of lanthanum were
used.

The experimental setup is almost the same as our previous
ones [20,21]. A single-mode tunable dye laser with a
wavemeter(Coherent 699–29) was operated with the dye
Rhodamine 110, which was pumped by an Ar-ion laser(Co-
herent INNOVA-100-20). A part of the laser beam was used
for the measurement of the fluorescence spectrum of an I2
cell, which provides an absolute frequency reference. The
relative frequency of the HFS lines was calibrated by a
temperature-stabilized confocal Fabry-Perot interferometer
with a free spectral range of 150.07s6d MHz (Burleigh CFT-
500). The fluorescence photons of the I2 cell and the trans-
mitted photons through the Fabry-Perot interferometer were
detected by photomultiplier tubes(Hamamatsu R374).

A La+-ion beam was extracted from the surface ionization
ion source, accelerated up to 30 or 40 keV and mass sepa-
rated by a 55° magnet having a radius of curvature of 1.5 m.
The intensity of the beam was typically 50 pA for
138La, 10–100 pA for137La, and 1 pA for135La. A counter-
propagating laser beam excited the La ions from lower meta-
stable levels to upper levels. The interaction region was de-
fined by a transparent cage kept at the potential of −3 kV,
which ensures that the ions were Doppler tuned to resonance
only inside the cage. Resonance was observed by detecting
the fluorescence light from the upper levels to the levels near
the ground state. The fluorescence light was collected by an
ellipsoidal mirror onto a cooled photomultiplier tube
(Hamamatsu R2256). Color glass filters suppressed stray
light from the laser beam. Signals from the photomultiplier
tubes were simultaneously counted during the laser fre-
quency scanning, and recorded in a multichannel scaling
mode by using a personal-computer based data acquisition
system.

The investigated optical transitions are listed in Table I.
We measured the hyperfine spectra of the 538.2-nm transi-
tion for 135,137,138,139La, the 548.4-nm transition for
137,138,139La, the 553.7-nm transition for139La. For each iso-
tope, data were obtained from several scans, typically
8–15 GHz in width and with a 0.75 GHz/min scanning rate.
The observed linewidth was 80–150 MHz(full width at half
maximum). Typical scans for the 538.2-nm transition of
138La and of137La are shown in Fig. 1. Because the nuclear
spins are 5 and72 for 138La and137La, respectively[23], the
spectra of these isotopes have three hyperfine components
each. Peak assignments were aided by the relative peak in-
tensities predicted by a mathematical model of the system.
AssignedF quantum numbers are indicated in Fig. 1 with
labeling the lower statesF8d first and the upper statesFd
second. Peaks not labeled byF quantum numbers are those
of 139La, which remained visible next to theA=137 or 138
signals even after mass separation due to their strong initial
beam intensity. In Fig. 1(c) the summed spectrum for135La is
shown, which was measured over two different ranges. For
other transitions, 12 out of 13139La peaks, 11 out of 13138La
peaks, and 10 out of 13137La peaks were observed for the
548.4-nm transition; in addition all of nine139La peaks were
recorded for the 553.7-nm transition.

III. RESULTS

The peak centers were determined from a least-squares fit
with a Lorentz function and a function describing a tail of the
peak. Table II lists the values of magnetic dipole constantA
and electric quadrupole constantB obtained by least-squares
fitting to the observed peak intervals. Errors are primarily the
standard deviation of the distribution of the values from the
several scans, but also include propagation of uncertainty of
the free spectral range of the Fabry-Perot interferometer. The
reference values for139La [24–26] are from the measure-
ments also using collinear laser-ion-beam spectroscopy. Our
values for this isotope are in agreement with those by Höhle,
Hühnermann, and Wagner[24], but slightly different from
those by Liet al. [25].

The relative frequency between one of the hyperfine com-
ponents of each La isotope and one of the I2 peaks was
obtained by comparison with the Fabry-Perot interferometer
spectrum. Using the determined HFS constants, the shifts in
the centers of gravity of HFS were deduced. To obtain the IS,
the contribution of the Doppler shift was subtracted from the
observed shift, and the results are listed in Table III. The
uncertainties include the statistical error and the error com-
ing from the accuracy in the measurement of the acceleration

TABLE I. Characteristics[22] of the LaII optical lines used in this work.

Lower level Upper level
Line Configuration J Energy Configuration J Energy
(nm) scm−1d scm−1d

538.2 6s2 1S 0 7395 5d6p 3D 1 25 973
548.4 5d2 3P 2 6227 5d6p 1D 2 24 463
553.7 5d6s 2 10 095 6s6p 1 28 155
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voltage, which was used for the Doppler shift subtraction.

IV. NUCLEAR MOMENTS

A relatively large value of hyperfine anomaly is expected
for the odd-even139La and odd-odd138La isotopes[18], be-
cause of the very different nuclear spins. Fischeret al. [13]
found As138d/As139d=0.9328s8d for the two 5d26p-5d26s
transitions, and interpreted the difference between their result
and the NMR ratio of the nuclearg factors as consequence of
a hyperfine anomaly. The laser spectroscopy work of Childs
and Goodman[14] led them to produce the value of
As138d/As139d=0.930 74s3d, which is clearly different from
the ratio of theg factors ofgs138d/gs139d=0.934 067 4s18d

obtained from NMR measurements by Krüger, Lutz, and Oe-
hler [27]. But the value of Childs and Goodman does not
give an actual measurement of the anomaly, since they as-
sumed that the anomalies are the same for the measured
5d6s2 2D3/2,5/2 states. No other work has reported the exis-
tence of a hyperfine anomaly for138,139La. Our present work
gives the ratiosAs138d/As139d=0.9308s22d for the 5d6p 3D1
state, 0.934(3) for the 5d6p 1D2 state, 0.933(6) for the
5d2 3P2 state. The first one shows a difference from the NMR
ratio outside the error, and the hyperfine anomaly, defined as
138D139=fAs138d/As139dgfgs139d/gs138dg−1, is −0.35s23d%.
It is possible that the3D1 state contains a substantial admix-
ture of s1/2 electron to probe the nuclear volume, because of
the complex level structure of La ion. As an additional result,
the Bs138d/Bs139d ratios of 2.1(4), 1.3(12), and 1.98(20)
have been obtained in this work for the3D1,

1D2, and 3P2
states, respectively, showing agreement with a NMR ratio of
the nuclear electric quadrupole moments ofQs138d/Qs139d
=2.15s17d [27].

The magnetic dipole moments of137La and 135La have
been derived from the139La magnetic dipole moment
ms139d= +2.783 045 5s9dmN [28] and our measuredA values
for these isotopes. In the case of137La, the weighted mean of
our ratiosAs137d/As139d for the 3D1,

1D2, and3P2 states has
been used. The results are listed in Table IV, where the errors
arise from the propagation of errors in theA values and also
include the uncertainty in the139La magnetic moment. The
hyperfine anomaly is expected to be small for139La, 137La,
and 135La, because these nuclei have similar nucleon con-
figurations. We estimated the upper limit of the hyperfine
anomaly to be 0.5%, and the magnetic moments were as-
signed an additional error due to it. The present value of
137La is in good agreement with that given in Ref.[28],
which recalculated the value from Ref.[11] with the refer-
ence of139La. No error due to the hyperfine anomaly is in-
cluded in the error of this reference value[11]. The electric
quadrupole moments of137La and135La have been obtained
from the 139La electric quadrupole momentQs139d
= +0.20s1d eb [29] and our ratios ofB values for these iso-
topes, the results of which are listed in Table IV. The uncer-
tainty is due to the errors in the values ofB andQs139d. The
present result of137La is slightly smaller than the reference
value [28].

In Table IV the nuclear moments of the52
+ first excited

state of 133Cs are also shown. As seen in the table, the
nuclear moments of this state are close to those of the5

2
+

ground state of135La, supporting similar configurations for
these states. Kisslinger and Sorensen[30] in their calculation
based on a pairing-plus-quadrupole model obtained the
nuclear moments of the72

+ and 5
2

+ states of137La and133Cs.
For the magnetic moments the values of Kisslinger and So-
rensen are smaller than the experimental values, while they
show the opposite trend for the quadrupole moments.

V. MEAN-SQUARE NUCLEAR CHARGE RADIUS

The IS dniIS
AA8=nA8−nA is composed of the normal mass

shift (NMS), the specific mass shift(SMS), and the field shift
(FS):

FIG. 1. Typical hyperfine spectra of the 538.2-nm transition of
(a) 138La and (b) 137La. The peaks are labeled by the quantum
number of the lower statesF8d followed by that of the upper state
sFd. The unlabeled peaks are due to139La. (c) The lowest recording
is a summed spectrum of135La, which was measured over two
different ranges as shown. These spectra are compared at the same
beam energy, and the observed shifts in the centers of gravity are
due to a combination of their isotope shifts and their different Dop-
pler shifts.
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dniIS
AA8 = dniNMS

AA8 + dniSMS
AA8 + dniFS

AA8.

The NMS is calculated asdniNMS
AA8 =nAmsMA8−MAd/MAMA8,

wherem andMA are the masses of the electron and an ion
with mass numberA, respectively. The SMS can theoreti-
cally be evaluated only with limited precision. The FS,
which is induced by the finite nuclear charge distribution,

is written asdniFS
AA8=Ei fsZdl f31g, whereEi and fsZd are the

electronic factor and the relativistic correction factor, re-
spectively. The nuclear parameterl gives changes in the
mean-square nuclear charge radiussMSCRd and higher-
order moments. To estimate the contribution of the SMS
to the observed IS, we performed a King-plot analysis,
introducing the modified ISdni mod as

dni mod
AA8 = sdniIS

AA8 − dniNMS
AA8 d

MAMA8

MA8 − MA

M138− M139

M139M138
.

The modified IS’s of two transitionsi and j are connected
by the following linear equation:

dni mod
AA8 =

Ei

Ej
dn j mod

AA8 + dniSMS
139,138−

Ei

Ej
dn jSMS

139,138.

In Fig. 2 our modified IS data are plotted against corre-
sponding ones of the517.7-nmtransition in LaI measured
by Fischer, Hühnermann, and Mandrekf12g. The slope of
the King line Ei/Ej gives the ratio of the electronic factor
of the FS, and the intercept corresponds todniSMS

139,138

−sEi/Ejddn jSMS
139,138. The ratios of the electronic factors deter-

mined from the King plots of Fig. 2 are listed in Table V.
The SMS of the 517.7-nmtransition can be evaluated to be
dn jSMS=s0.3±0.9ddn jNMS f31g, because this transition cor-
responds to the 5d26s-5d26p transition. Using this value,

TABLE III. Isotope shifts obtained in LaII transitions.

Line Isotope shifts(MHz)
(nm) 135–139 137–139 138–139

538.2 −240s70d 116(17) 599(10)
548.4 7(23) −14s20d

TABLE IV. Magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole moments
of the ground states in137La and135La, and those of the first excited
state in133Cs.

Nucleus Level Ip mexpt mtheor
a Qexpt Qtheor

a

(keV) smNd smNd se bd se bd

57
137La80 0 7

2
+ +2.700s15db +2.27 +0.21s3db +0.38

+2.695s6dc +0.24s7dc

57
135La78 0 5

2
+ +3.70s9db −0.4s4db

55
133Cs78 81 5

2
+ +3.45s2dc +3.03 −0.33s2dc −0.96

aReference[30].
bPresent work.
cReference[28].

TABLE II. La II hyperfine structure constants measured in the present experiment in comparison with
previous results.

Mass number I Level A sMHzd B sMHzd

139 7
2 5d2 3P2 −157.3s5d −51s3d

−158.1s4da −45s11da

−160.1s12db −37.9s31db

5d6s J=2 47.7(6) 38(6)
48.1(1)a 40(2)a

48.5(6)c 39.5(42)c

5d6p 1D2 449.6(6) 16(6)
5d6p 3D1 549.1(7) 26(3)
6s6p J=1 794.4(11) −11s3d

138 5 5d2 3P2 −146.8s9d −101s8d
5d6p 1D2 420.1(13) 20(17)
5d6p 3D1 511.1(10) 55(9)

137 7
2 5d2 3P2 −151.9s13d −54s11d

5d6p 1D2 436.3(21) 16(15)
5d6p 3D1 532.9(14) 28(5)

135 5
2 5d6p 3D1 1023(26) −50s50d

aReference[24].
bReference[25].
cReference[26].
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the SMS of the measured transitions was separated from
the IS. Our results of the SMS for the isotope pair138La
-139La are listed in Table V for the observed 538.2- and
548.4-nmtransitions. The errors are due to the errors in
the values of IS and also include the uncertainty in the
SMS of the 517.7-nmtransition. As seen in Table V, the
electronic factor of the538.2-nmtransition is 3.2 times
larger than that of the517.7-nmtransition. This value is
comparable to the experimental value of 2.02s20d f12g for
the analog transition in LaI, of which the lower level
is in a 5d6s2 configuration and the upper level
is composed of 5d6s6p and 5d26p configurations.

After the SMS was estimated, the FS for the isotope pair
139La-135La was derived to bedniFS

135,139=−770s380d MHz
from the observed IS. The error comes mainly from the un-
certainty in the SMS. By dividing this FS by that of a refer-
ence pair138La-139La, the relativel value was obtained to be
lrel

135,139=−0.91s39d, where we neglected the variation offsZd
with mass number. Aufmuth, Heilig, and Steudel[31] gave
l139,138=−0.080s10d fm2 by summing the results of Refs.
[12,14]. Using this value, we obtainedl135,139. For the La
isotopes, the moments higher thankr2l contribute about 4%
to l [32]. Taking this contribution into account, the value of
dkr2l135,139was obtained to be

dkr2l135,139= 0.08s3d fm2.

The corresponding values for the isotonic nuclei are
dkr2l134,138=0.053s16d fm2 f4g for Ba, and dkr2l136,140

=0.031s9d fm2 f21g for Ce, being comparable with the
present result of La. Figure 3 shows experimental
dkr2l139,A, where the value ofA=135 is the present one and
others are from Ref.f31g. Because Aufmuth, Heilig, and
Steudelf31g gavel, a correction of 4% from the higher-
order moments is applied to their values in Fig. 3.

For an interpretation of the result, the experimental
dkr2l139,A values can be compared to the predictions of the
droplet model. Using the droplet model the changes in the
MSCR were calculated from

dkr2l139,A=
3

5FRZ
2sAdS1 +

5

4p
kb2lAD

− RZ
2s139dS1 +

5

4p
kb2l139DG ,

where RZ is the proton sharp radiusf33g, and b is the
quadrupole deformation parameter. The results are shown
by the parallel dotted lines in Fig. 3, where the assumption
was made that the singly magic139La has a deformation of
zero. It can be seen that the deformation of the odd-mass
La nuclei gently increases when neutrons are removed in
pairs from the magic numberN=82.

Also, Fig. 3 includes the theoretical predictions by the
finite-range droplet model(FRDM) [34] and the Hartree-
Fock-BCS method(HFBCS) [35]. Those of the FRDM were
calculated by us using the deformation parameters given in
Ref. [34]. The MSCR’s predicted by these models are
smaller than the experimental values for the odd mass137La
and especially for135La. Such a discrepancy was already

FIG. 2. King plots of the modified isotope shifts in the 538.2-
and 548.4-nm lines in LaII, referred to the 517.7-nm line in La I.

TABLE V. Results of the ratios of the electronic factors
Esld/Es517.7d and the SMS between138La and 139La. The calcu-
lated NMS’s are also listed.

Line (nm) Esld/Es517.7d NMS (MHz) SMS (MHz)

538.2 3.2(3) −16 −230s90d
548.4 −0.10s14d −16 29(26)

135 136 137 138 139

0.1

0.0

-0.1

-0.2

828078 8179

MASS NUMBER

NEUTRON NUMBER
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 >
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2

2
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13
9

2 = 0.15
= 0.10

= 0.0

<β  >
    

 = 0.2

2
1/2

FIG. 3. Experimental changes in the MSCR,kr2lA−kr2l139, for
the La isotopes(solid circles), where that ofA=135 is from this
work and others are from Ref.[31]. The theoretical predictions of
the FRDM (solid line) and HFBCS(dash-dotted line) are also
shown for comparison. Droplet-model isodeformation lines are in-
dicated as dotted lines.
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observed for the case of Ba, where the density-dependent
Hartree-Fock(DDHF) calculation [36] predicted too small
MSCR values atN,82. Muelleret al. [5] suggested that this
discrepancy in Ba can, at least partly, be attributed to the
static character of deformation in the DDHF calculation.
This suggestion is reasonable because Ba nuclei in this mass
region have dynamic triaxial shapes or, in other words, they
areg soft [37]. For La, it can similarly be suggested that the
collective zero-point motion in theg direction influences the
MSCR. This picture can, at least partly, explain the discrep-
ancy between the experimental MSCR values and the theo-
retical predictions, because the FRDM and the HFBCS deal
only with static properties.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The IS and HFS of the1S0-
3D1 and3P2-

1D2 transitions of
the singly charged135La, 137La, 138La, and139La ions have
been measured by collinear laser-ion-beam spectroscopy.
The ratio of the magnetic dipole coupling constants
As138d/As139d of the 3D1 level has shown a hyperfine
anomaly with respect to the NMR ratio of the nuclearg
factors. The magnetic dipole moments and the electric quad-
rupole moments of the ground states of135La and137La were
determined. The nuclear moments of the ground state of

135La were found to be close to those of the first excited state
of 133Cs, supporting similar configurations for these states.
As for the IS, the contributions of SMS and FS were sepa-
rated by using a King-plot analysis. From the FS between
139La and 135La, we determined the change in the MSCR
dkr2l135,139for the first time. By comparing the result with the
droplet-model predictions, it can be seen that the deforma-
tion of the odd-mass La nuclei gently increases as the neu-
tron number is decreased from the magic number. It was also
found that the experimentaldkr2l135,139value is smaller than
the FRDM or HFBCS predictions. This fact can, at least
partly, be attributed to shape fluctuations. Although this fea-
ture has been seen in the present work at four neutrons away
from shell closure, it is necessary to examine these models in
more detail by comparing with the MSCR values for more
neutron-deficient La nuclei. Work to measure them is already
in progress by our laser spectroscopy collaboration at the
ISAC facility at TRIUMF.
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